NEATO XV-11 Robotic All-Floor Vacuum System
™

The new Neato XV-11 includes revolutionary robotics intelligence that assures
the robot cleans the entire floor, carefully avoiding furniture, walls and other
objects.

POWERFUL

Features an advanced, powerful vacuum
system
Thoroughly cleans carpets and floors
Removes all kinds of dirt and debris
Vacuums up tough pet hair
SIMPLE

Charge it, then let it go to work
One-button operation
Easily scheduled for daily cleanings
Returns to its base and recharges itself

Bringing Next Generation Intelligence to Robotic Vacuum Cleaners

RPS Technology™

Cleans One Room At a Time
The Neato XV-11 vacuums one room
completely before moving on to the next
room. The robot's advanced artificial
intelligence automatically recognizes room
boundaries and doorways, meaning that it
won't exit an open doorway unless it is
finished cleaning the room. No extra setup
is required.

Laser-based Vision & Room Mapping
The Neato XV-11 is equipped
with onboard Room Positioning
System (RPS) technology, a
revolutionary system developed
by Neato Robotics that combines laser
vision with mapping. With RPS technology, the robot uses laser light to see its
surroundings and create accurate maps of
areas to be cleaned —including furniture,
objects and doorways. The robot
constantly updates its map of the room, so
if a new object is added into the room
during a cleaning run, the robot will add it
to the map.

Automatic Recharge and Resume

Cleans Carefully
With RPS Technology, the robot cleans
close to obstacles in its path, but goes
around them carefully.

Methodical Room Cleaning

Designed to Reach Everywhere

RPS Technology enables the
robot to clean your home
methodically and completely.
Using the map as a guide, the
robot begins by outlining an area to clean,
and then it fully cleans within the space in
a back-and-forth pattern. RPS Technology
assures that the robot's paths are straight
and parallel, and that the robot covers the
entire area.

The robot's low profile means it can clean
under furniture while its square front allows
it to reach into corners.
Easy Scheduling
The robot's LCD display and soft-button
controls make scheduled cleaning simple
to setup. A full week's cleaning schedule
can be programmed with just a few button
presses.

If the robot does not have enough power
to complete cleaning of any area, it will
automatically return to its base and
recharge. Then it will resume cleaning
where it left off until it has finished the job.
Cleans the Entire Area, Everytime
Your Neato vacuum knows what it has
cleaned and where it still needs to clean
because it is always checking and updating its map. It cleans larger rooms one
segment at a time in order to reach all
areas. In every case, you are assured that
the robot cleans the entire area, everytime.

NEATO XV-11 Robotic All-Floor Vacuum System
™

SPECIFICATIONS
Robot Dimensions

13 in. W x 12.5 in. L x 4 in. H

Package Dimensions

15.5 in. W x 15.5 in. L x 10 in. D

Package Weight
Part Number

13 lb. (approx.)
900-0001

Package Contents

Neato XV-11 Vacuum Robot
Charging Base
Power Cable
Boundary Markers
User Guide
Quick Start Card

Neato Robotics
Based in California’s Silicon Valley, we are
developing ingenious, hardworking robots that
will do the dirty work for you – so you won’t have
to. In fact, you won’t even have to be home.
Your Future Is Neat.™

Neato Robotics, Inc.
1916 Old Middlefield Way
Suite A
Mountain View, CA 94043
(650) 967.6328 x100
www.neatorobotics.com
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